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The name "Tacoma" refer* to the Tacoma Narrows Bridge which col-
lapsed on November 8, 1940 due to massive oscillation* caused by high
winds. One of the destructive modes was a torsion mode which was ex-
cited by transverse wind, a dipole force, and continued until the bridge
collapsed. *

We use the name to refer to a coherent mode of oscillation of a
spectrum of oscillators in which the amplitude vs frequency graph con-
tains one node, i.e. •.

o(ul)

where the node occurs near the driving frequency and *(so) is not symme-
tric about zero. When this result is applied to vertical instabilities
in coasting beams, it implies the existence of a coherent skew quadrupole
moment, Q x y, whenever a coherent dipole oscillation exists.

pl is the coherent part of the beam density.
To see the above result in a simple way consider a spectrum of os-

cillation x k driven with a force proportional to their average displace-
ment <xk>:
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where «> is the coherent frequency. Notice that for a > m, iv is In
phase with <ak> and for u^ < en, ̂  is exactly out of phase with /*<%.
If ufe Is real, ak diverges at u^ - aj; however, ii systems of interest
<» is generally complex so we obtain the behavior illustrated in Pig. 1.
Note that Fig. 1 is necessarily asymmetrical about a,. - 0 since other-*
wise <ak> - 0. ak is plotted vs frequency in Fig. 1; however if we
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consider the case of vertical instabilities, then x^ is linearly corre-
lated with position due to the ehrooatlclty. This aeans that a coherent
dipole oscillation will be accompanied by a coherent skew quadrupole os-
cillation. In other words the bcaa twists as it oscillates vertically,
wuch like the Tacoata Harrows Bridge did befor* its collapse.

In order to obtain a quantitative estimate of the size of the "skew-
ness" due to this effect consider the typical equation of motion for the
coherent density, D(u):

(u-u.) D(u) - p(u> Gj* D(u)du (4)

where p(u) - bean density, fp(u)du • 1
G - impedance
u * frequency variation in soae arbitrary units

ue * coherent frequency in those units.
If we write (4)

D(u) - a ^ " J* D(u)du (5)
c

it bears a clear resemblence to Eq. (3).. One can now integrate (5) to
obtain the usual dispersion relation for uc,

lu, (6)

from which, for a given p(u) we can calculate uQ. However, we can also
integrate Eq. (4) directly to obtain

M -
where

M S J uD(u)du (7)
D s J D(u)du

M is the moment ofO(u) which is a measure of the asymmetry of D(u) with
respect to u.

Now let us consider a specific example: coherent vertical insta-
bilities in ISABELLE.1 In this case we take u, uc> G, p(u) as defined
in section H of Ref. 1. D(u) is the coherent dipole density, i.e.
O(u)du - j* ypi(y,u)dydu where pi is the coherent beam density. The
transverse dimension x • Au, where A is the % width of the beam, and
x « 0 is at the beam center, (- 1 < u < 1).

The coherent quadrupole mocaent Q x v is given by

- A J* u D(u)du
so

Q ^ - AM, (9)

and from (7) we find

(G+u.)DA, (10)



where D is the total coherent dipole moment. So the quadrupole aoaent
la a imply proportional to the dipole moment times the % width of the
bean.

If we now consider the parameters of an ISA small bean in Ref. 1,
then C is a function of the beam center, so we can evaluate at each G
the u. that corresponds to the threshold of instability.

In Fig. 2 we plot the |G + uc| vs position of the bean center. For
a beam near the center of the chamber |G + '-*cj < 1.0 while near the edge
it grows rapidly, in fact it increases by a factor of 100 for a small
beam located at 9/10 of the chamber radius. If IG + D c| is large, a
very small dipole moment can produce a large skew quadrupole oscillation.
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The point here is that in some instances, a small dipole signal can
be caused by an oscillation whose amplitude is out of this world... or
at least out of the vacuum chamber.
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